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ABSTRACT

The design and preparation of an accounting recording system is the aim of this practical work. This is so that the owner gets approval in the decision. These practical work activities have been carried out from 18 August 2019 - 30 December 2019 to Ninja Laundry Stores which do not yet have a computer-based accounting system. In carrying out this practical work using a variety of methods starting from surveys, observations, interviews, design and implementation.

The software used in this preparation system uses Microsoft Office Access. The computer-based accounting system that was designed was implemented by the Ninja Laundry shop. Implementation was also carried out from the system of testing the trial, training the user system, listening to feedback from the owner, updating the system, monitoring and handing over the system to business owners.

Required after the system is implemented at the Ninja Laundry shop. Among cash out and cash entered read clearly and according to reports according to standards, inputting transactions becomes easier, financial statement earnings and profits obtained by Ninja Laundry stores according to the period specified by the owner is determined easily, the owner can easily change policies and decisions to produce which will come by looking at the financial statements.

Continued implementation of the system that has been designed in store operations is a suggestion given for Ninja Laundry Shop.
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